It is honorable for me, as a young man, enjoyed the participation of 8th International Conference (IAG) on Geomorphology in Paris. It was a amazing kingdom of geomorphology, where almost all kinds of geomorphologic fields can be found. Besides my major concerning sandy desert, I was deeply touched by Professor Denys Brunsden's lecture of 'Tales from the deep'. Although geomorphology is old, Professor Denys Brunsden not only utilized advanced technology to find new knowledge in the deep but also presented us a easy way using computer technology to understand the world under the sea. Also, new science and technology were found almost every oral presentations and poster session, all of which indicated the old subject are developing so fast, deeply depended on new science and technology.

As my favorite part, some of the famous gemorphologist gave us an impressive lecture in session of aeolian systems and arid geomorphology, such as Professor Louis Scuderi' mapping methods and Martin Williams' OSL dating and radiocarbon dating for Nile floods. Moreover, Professor Xiaoping Yang's keynote lecture of 'Geomorphology and palaeoenvironmental changes in arid Asia' gave us a simple scene of environment changes in arid area, taking our mind back to the far away era of Quaternary.

It was a harvest journey for me. Numerous human experience also impressed me that human of while, black and yellow are living harmony which changes my previous mind about France.

Thanks again for the grant of IAG. Supported by the grant, I successfully participated this conference and learnt so many knowledge. Moreover, this meaningful experience are positive for my future career.
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